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This issue of *Mentoring and Tutoring: Partnership in Learning* includes research from scholars representing North Carolina and Ohio in the United States and Canada, South Africa and Taiwan. These international contributors mainly explore the ideas of collaborative tutoring and coaching as well as the influences of these developmental interaction behaviors on learning and academic performance.

Although there is no agreed-upon conceptual definitions that clearly differentiate coaching, tutoring, and mentoring, the literature supports that these developmental human interactions are different in various aspects. Coaches and tutors are usually individuals or groups that possess advanced experience and knowledge in a certain field. The focus of these relationships is centered around problems, tasks, or performance improvement, whereas mentoring relationships are people-centered. Coaching and tutoring relationships usually end when those problems or issues are solved; thus, these relationships occur relatively for a short-term period, whereas mentoring relationships can last even for life-long (Irby, 2012; D’Abate, Eddy, & Tannenbaum, 2003).

Watt and Wasburn-Moses, in their article, *The Use of a Collaborative Math Tutoring Model to Improve Content Knowledge among Special Education Teacher Candidates*, qualitatively explored changes in 19 special education teacher candidate’s attitudes towards teaching and learning after they participated in experiential learning. Their study also identified the impact of authentic learning experiences, enhanced by sufficient host teacher support and modeling, on the math content knowledge of the preservice teacher. The authors found participation in the collaborative field experience in mathematics enhanced the teacher candidate’s knowledge of math content. Additionally, their findings implied the importance of host teacher in influencing teacher candidates sense of self-efficacy.

In the article *Reclaiming Tutorials as Learning Spaces in the Sciences*, Louw investigated the practice of tutorials as learning spaces at a large research-intensive university in South Africa. Using a mixed-method investigation at the faculty level, the author examined (1) how tutorials are structured, (2) what kinds of training and support exist for tutors and (3) the indicators faculty use to assess the success of tutorials. The findings of the study support the need for careful planning of how tutorials will be used as learning spaces. Additionally, the authors emphasized the need for tutor preparation and
training. Finally, based on the findings, Louw explicates the benefits of tutorials regarded as an integral element of the learning process, suggesting lecturer’s involvement in the tutorial planning process as crucial.

In the next article, The Influence of Academic Coaching on Persistence in Online Graduate Students, Lehan, Hussey and Shriner acknowledged the rapid increase of online higher education students and their higher failure and dropout rates compared to brick-and-mortar institutions. The authors explored online student use of academic learning centers and their impact on student retention and found students visiting the learning center increased their odds of persistence.

Gray and Myers in their article, Two Types of Coaching Styles: Graduate and Undergraduate Students Collaborate in a University Reading Clinic, used a phenomenological approach to case study research to gain deeper understanding of how graduate students interacted with pre-service teachers in a university reading clinic. The authors found two coaching styles emerged among graduate students; instructive and collaborative. They recognized instructive coaching style to be associated with less coaching experience, noting collaborative approaches get strengthened through experience.

In The role of questioning in writing tutorials: a critical approach to student-centered learning in peer tutorials in higher education, Munje, Nanima and Clarence identified the role questioning plays in peer tutoring. They explored questions asked during those interactions. Munje, Nanima and Clarence’s findings supported the need for peer tutors to incorporate questioning to enhance conversations regarding the student’s writing through a student-centered approach.

In the final article of this edition, Enhancing Teaching Competence through Bidirectional Mentoring and Structured On-the-job Training Model, Chen created a theoretical basis for bidirectional mentoring. The author highlighted the functions of enhancing career development, psychosocial support and role modeling in bidirectional mentoring as key aspects of a structured on-the-job training framework.

Publishing in mentoring and tutoring

Authors are reminded as they submit their work to the journal to ensure all manuscripts follow the American Psychological Association’s Publication Manual (6th edition) format. We receive quite a number with APA formatting errors. In Volume 20, Issue 1, we outlined several common concerns with submissions. When writing your manuscript, please remember to check your headings, spacing, table formats, and references for correct 6th edition usage. Because the journal is very popular and competitive, and we are receiving on average three to five manuscripts every 2 weeks. Please prepare works that are extremely attentive to detail (e.g., current and relevant citations, high-quality
writing, careful proofreading, proper formatting style) and that are making
specific contributions to the field of mentoring and tutoring. For further
information, consult the Taylor & Francis posting of the M&T author guidelines
for article manuscripts and book reviews: http://www.tandf.co
uk/journals/authors/cmetauth.asp) (ISSN 1361–1267).

We do not conduct pre-reviews; rather, we will be mentoring authors in the
publication process within the FastTrack system review process. That said, the
Editor reserves the right to conduct desk rejections at the outset if manuscripts
to not follow the prescribed guidelines. Please go to the NCPEA Manuscript
FastTrack system to register as a user and then upload your manuscript and
any additional information through the system. The FastTrack system helps
with the ease of communication between authors, reviewers, and the editor
and resolves issues of overloaded email inboxes.

The current requirements for M&T are that the paper, not including refer-
ces and abstract, should be a maximum of 30 pages, including references,
tables, and figures. Depending on the manuscript, we may consider manu-
scripts that are longer than 30 pages, and certainly we will accept manuscripts
shorter than the prescribed 30 pages. If you have any questions about how to
submit your manuscript to M&T, please go to National Council of Professors of
Educational Administration (NCPEA) Publications at http://www.ncpeapublica
tions.org. Click on M&T from the Menu of Buttons on the top of that screen.
The submission link appears there on the M&T home page. You may, of course,
access the journal page from the Taylor & Francis Publisher page at http://
www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/13611267.asp.

Qualified individuals who serve on the Review Board, along with select
Editorial Board members provide commentaries. We would also like for you
to register in the same location as you submit to be considered to be a
member of the M&T Journal Review Board. We will be acknowledging the
Review Board at the end of the year and a top reviewer will be honored. The
acceptance rate of the journal is currently 10%. Mentoring & Tutoring is
abstracted in Academic Search; Australian Education Index (AEI); Australian
Research Council (ARC) Ranked Journal List; Cabells; National Database for
Research into International Education (NDRI); British Education Index;
Contents Pages in Education; Educational Research Abstracts online (ERA);
EBSCOhost EJS; Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI); Education Resources
Information Center (ERIC); PsycINFO and SCOPUS®, and Cabell’s Directory of
Publishing Opportunities in Educational Curriculum and Methods. Additionally,
Mentoring & Tutoring: Partnership in Learning is now included in the
Thomson Reuters Emerging Sources Citation Index.

Many authors have been turning to the M&T journal as the venue-of-choice
for publishing high-quality works for over 20 years. M&T is the longest-running
mentoring journal in the field. This refereed, peer-reviewed journal is known
worldwide. Authors, readers, and subscribers are from different countries and
various types of institutions and professional environments. The editorial team is committed to producing timely, thorough reviews, modeling conscientious guidance and support, and being open to a wide scope of topics and methods related to mentoring and tutoring, collaboration, and learning.

Books to be reviewed must be about mentoring and tutoring. Visit this journal’s website, http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/carfax/13611267.html, for more information about M&T, as well as special rates and discounts.
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